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MAHONE BAY

The travels of Jim Fraser. W8328

"Perhaps this short log of a coastal trip will encourage someone

to come and try our waters. Mahone Bay is great for cruising."

Saturday. May 11. 1991

Tides 06:25 5.Oft. Weather is sunny with light winds increasing

12:25 1.4ft. to strong S.W. winds by evening and
18:40 5.9ft. increasing to gale force S.W. winds on

Sunday.

I said my farewells to the
family and then motored dis-

For the first cruise of cretely around the first bend

the season I was looking for a before raising the sails. An

short expedition in a sheltered old-timer on the wharf knew too

area. The cruise from much about sailing for my com-

Lunenburg's Back Harbour to the fort as I have a habit of botch-

town of Mahone Bay would be ing things up, especially in

ideal. Once our Wayfarer front of an audience. Motoring

"Naomi" and I were launched, around the bend was a good move

Gail and the kids could for, in error,I had undone some

sightsee in Lunenburg and then :reef lines from my pre-reefed

meet me later in Mahone Bay sail but failed to untie some

where we would stay the night. of the tie-downs used when
traveling. When I let go of the

We arrived at the public line holding the reef clew even

wharf at 10:20hrs. and by that the main sheet got involved in

time the tide had ebbed enough the tangle of lines. What a

that Naomi sat high and dry on mess!
the trailer bunks. It took some
work to get her afloat even Once all was again sorted out

with the most of my gear left in the privacy of a small bay,

on shore. Once, on the Saint I was on my way. The area

John River in New Brunswick, I around the First and Second

had loaded all the gear for a Peninsulas and Heckman's Island

cruise only to find the water is rolling pasture land and

barely touched the hull. I had wooded hills. The water is shal-

felt foolish taking her back low with lots of eel grass and

out of the river and unpacking banks with scallops. The shores

everything. are gravelly but accessible if
you wish to take your Wayfarer

The wharf at Back Harbour to shore. It is a pleasant,

is well maintained and does not sheltered area although the

dry out at low tide. There is a tides can flow fast through the

sturdy slipway on one side of narrows.
the dock. Lunenburg Harbour
also has a good slipway but I After a time I checked my com-

have not found a place there to pass and started grumbling to

launch from the trailer. myself. The compass was point-
ing further south of east than
any course I had plotted
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beforehand on my chart. I outside the clubhouse. I have

figured something metal, not talked to anyone at the

perhaps my thermos, was affect- club but figure that they would

ing it. I could not be bothered not mind you using their launch

sorting it out and continued area if you had problems. There

sailing, trusting to visual is a sheltered anchorage for

sighting. That was fine until I small boats towards the

began to run out of water. I causeway to Herman's Island.

had missed the narrows between
Fifty Acre Island and Lunch over, I set sail again

Heckerman's Island and had and in due course came abeam of

sailed into Heckman's Back Har- the buoy off Covey's Lodge.

bour. Once back to the narrows Here I decided to heave to

I could see the bald headed is- again and enjoy the day rather

lands that are typical of than arrive early at the Mahone

Mahone Bay. These islands have Bay Wharf. It was pleasant to

grass but few trees. The ebb lay in the boat and watch the

tide was noticeable through the sky and the waves. The seas

narrows at Goreham Point. The were too choppy to lie with com-

sand spits and stumps of old fort on the bench or side deck

wharfs were lined with gulls without holding on or bracing a

and cormorants. From the end of leg. Instead I watched the mast

Lucy's island I had a course above the sail act like a

plotted to buoy MESS. There is pointer as it traced abstract

much shoal water in this area designs in the sky.

so it is essential to know
where you are. I could not see Later, I set sail again and

the buoy but sailed down to it from a good distance could see

with no problem, Compasses are the church spires on the

not so bad after all! waterfront at Mahone Bay. A
pleasant sail brought me to the

The sea was sparkling boat launch ramp beside the

blue, the sky clear and the public wharf. It is a concrete

winds S.E. at 10-12 knots. The ramp and good for all tides.

winds were also constant in The wharf is made of creosoted

both direction and strength. I wood and is high off the water.

sailed under jib and single A power cable over the boat

reefed main. Near Middle Pater launch area is not a hazard to

Shoals I hove to and had lunch boats afloat. However,I would

while enjoying the view and the not want to risk launching or

quietness. Over many shoals you retrieving a boat on a trailer

could see the floats from with the mast up. Other attrac-

lobster pots. Watch out for tions (some might sailors might

these floats when sailing this say essentials:Ed) at Mahone

area during the lobster season. Bay include a pub by the water-

They have a floating rope that side at Mader's Wharf and a

stream 15-25 feet upwind of the grocery store, also at the

float and lie just below the waterside but at the head of

water surface. the harbour. In fact there are
several stores at the head of

In case of any difficulty the harbour and a small stoney

I had planned at this point to beach in front of them. Many of

head into the Lunenburg Yacht these stores are within sight

Club on Herman's Island. There of your boat but you may dry

is a trailer launch area on the out at low tide while visiting

beach and a public telephone them.
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We stayed Saturday night
at a Bed and Breakfast overlook-
ing the harbour. A Victorian
house it was built at the turn
of the century by a local ship-
builder. He built his vessels
in front of the house. The
cruise was enjoyable and I
believe the Wayfarer is ideal
for this type of coastal cruis-
ing.
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MAHONE BAY
More travels of Jim Fraser. W8328

Sunday, May 19 1991 Weather- moderate winds
S.E. clearing

forestay. You read of people

For the second cruise of lowering their mast in terrible

the season, I decided to con- weather but I fail to see how

tinue from the town of Mahone they would raise it again by

Bay and sail to Graves Island themselves without a mooring

Provincial Park where we were cleat on the foredeck to hold

camping for the Victoria Day the mast while resetting the

weekend. A weak earlier I had forestay.

sailed to Mahone Bay from Lunen-

burg. This time Gail and the From Covey's Island I sailed

kids dropped me off at the to the point off Rous Island

Mahone Bay boat launch and and set then a course between

returned to the park to spend Spectacle Island and Mason Is-

the day at the playground and land. At this point I was sail-

seashore. The boat launch at ing with a double-reefed main

the town is the best one I know only. "Naomi' was sailing at a

about on Mahone Bay. respectable speed with the wind
on her beam so I left her well

The wind was blowing from enough alone. The next section

the S.E. around 15 knots as I was not a place to be reefing,

tacked out of the harbour under furling or racing along.

the jib and a double-reefed
main. It was a wet and chilly Most of the islands in Mahone

passage with my Wayfarer Bay are uninhabited and would

"Naomi" pounding into short be interesting to explore.

choppy seas. Everything ex- Some are low and covered with

posed was quickly covered with trees, while others are low and

salt spray. grass covered. Most have
gravel beaches on which a you

During the winter I in- could land a Wayfarer. I would

stalled roller furling for the be cautious of camping on many

jib. It has proved handy espe- because of the lack of shel-

cially when sailing alone. The tered anchorages from the dif-

one problem I have found is ferent wind directions.

trying to get enough tension in

the forestay. While beating The most famous island in

out of Mahone Bay I noticed the Mahone Bay has to be Oak Island

leeward shroud was very loose. and I could see it in the dis-

There was nothing I could do tance to port. An elaborate

about it until I had more sea tunnel was built over 200 feet

room and some shelter that I deep. Side tunnels were built

found behind Coveys Island. I to the sea. Ever since the

furled the jib, removed the 1800's, people have been dig-

sail and boom and then tied the ging to discover the treasure

mast as tight as I could to the believed to be there. All at-

mooring cleat on the fore-deck tempts to complete the dig have

before again tensioning the failed because of flooding from

1



the side tunnels. No one is wave as you shoot down the face

certain who built the tunnels of swells. It makes for a roll-

or even if they contain gold ing passage and can be fun if

doubloons or other treasures you are careful. There is no

such as the lost Shakespeare use beating into tbe swells as

manuscripts. There is a museum you do not make any headway.
on the island and nearby to
that the Oak Island Inn and Between Quaker Island and Meis-

marina. The marina is shel- ner Island I could see the town

tered behind a large rock break- of Chester. It is a moneyed

water. A Coast Guard cutter is town with many fine old houses.

stationed there in the summer. It is a place to walk around to
enjoy rather than drive. MY

With the wind on the star- favourite place to go is the

board beam, and the sky clear- cupola overlooking the Chester

ing, the passage from Rous Is- Yacht Club. From this point

land to Della Shoal was you have an excellent view of

pleasant. It was a good time the bay and the yacht races. I

to have lunch and watch the am fascinated, with the abun-

scenery. On the starboard side dance of good cruising in the

I could clearly see Tancook Is- area, why so many people would

land, the largest island in congregate in one spot to race,

Mahone Bay. There are about cheek to jowl with each other.

250 'residents and a ferry Spinnakers go up and down,

provides regular service from boats heel to the side, decks

Chester to the island. A trip awash, skippers yelling and

to Tancook Island and back everyone in a frenzy. Just

would give a person a good view watching this carrying on con-

of Mahone Bay and put your vinces me that perhaps it is

chart in perspective. There is best to keep the racing sailors

at least one bed and breakfast in one spot! For those who

place on the island but the like racing, Chester Race Week.

wise will book in advance for is August 11-17. Chester has a

the months of July and August. good concrete boat launch by
the ferry dock. Often there is

The seas became much a car parked on the ramp and it

rougher after leaving the Bella can be a crowded place in which

Shoals. Swells from ocean to manouever your trailer. The

storms often come between car park is some distance from
Heckman's island and Tancook the ramp.
Island with nothing to break
them up. The swells begin to From Quaker Island it was a

steepen on Quaker shoal and pleasant sail to Graves Island

Lynch shoal. It is interesting where the boat launch is on the

watching swells overtaking a north side of the Causeway. It

boat the size of a Wayfarer. is a small sandy beach with

The freeboard of a Wayfarer's many large rocks. You need to

stern is so small when you see launch and retrieve around high

the swells lumping up on the tide. Beware, there is a low

quarter. She always raises on power line overhanging the

the swell without any problems launch area and parallel to the

and you often get a large bow- causeway! it is a real hazard.
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The provincial park at Graves
Island is attractive. It has a
day park area with a small
beach, picnic tables and a
playground. The overnight park
overlooks the bay and is not
crowded. There are no showers,
canteens or shelters.

As I sailed into the beach
at Graves Island, Gail and the
kids were playing on the shore.
It was good to be back after a
brief escape to the sea.
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BRAS D'OR LAKES IN CAPE BRETON

Jim Fraser. W8328. opens up more sailing ideas in the Maritimes

and reminds us that there is a serious side to cruising.

My brother-in-law Kevin
Brown and I go on a short operated by electricity. The

cruise each year. This year we lock gates are curious because
decided to visit the Bras D'or they are double gates facing
Lakes in Cape Breton. Due to both ways. Unlike locks on
work schedules, we would leave rivers, the water level can be

late Sunday and return early higher at either end depending
Thursday. on tide levels. While at the

locks a fishing boat came
Sunday. June 2nd. 1991. through to seaward with two

I picked up Kevin at his armed fisheries officers on-

home in Scotsburn, near Pictou. board. They whispered their

We arrived around 20:30hrs. at port of hail and destination to

the St. Peters, Cape Breton, the lock-keeper and picked up a

provincial park. St. Peters is R.C.M.P. officer at the end of

a small town situated on a nar- the canal. Looking for drug

row isthmus between the Atlan- smugglers, I suppose. The sail
tic Ocean and the Bras D'or on St. Peters Bay was pleasant.

Lakes. In the 1880's, the The sun came out and winds were

British completed a canal around 8-10 knots. After a

across the narrows. This canal couple of hours we returned to

is used by recreational sailors the canal and locked through to

to enter the lakes without St. Peters Inlet, a twisty nar-

going up the coast. around row passage between islands and

Scgtarie Island and Sydney. points. We arrived at the main

The provincial park is attrac- body of Bras D'or lake itself

tively situated on the hills off Cape George. It was a

over-looking the town, canal surprise to both of us to see

and the sea-coast. In the park how large the lake was.

are the remains of old forts Neither of us had seen this

that defended the crossing. part, although familiar with
various arms of the lake.

Monday. June 3rd.
Kevin and I were up before I thought the lake would

seven and ginto St. Peters. be fresh water but the sight of

There is a good boat launch on lobster pots being handled con-

the lake side of the canal. It vinced me that I was also wrong

is deep and the dock is well about that. Neither of us had

maintained. We left the truck looked at the charts or pilots

and trailer nearby and then since a brief peek back in

sailed through the canal and April. Nor had we had planned a

into St. Peters Bay on the passage. Since the wind was on

ocean. It was dandy to have a the starboard quarter we

pivoting mast as the swing decided to sail directly across

bridge, with a clearance of 20 Bras D'or lake to the Barra
feet, was closed for repairs. Straits and then on to Baddeck
The locks are modern and where we would phone home
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before camping in a nearby We settled on the jib because

cove. The trip across the lake it is so easy to set with

took four hours even with roller furling. Using the

steady winds. As we neared motor and the jib we sailed off

Barra Straits, the wind became the wind so the jib would draw

fickle and then swung quickly fully. We sailed on broad

into the N.E. As a result we tacks across the straits with

had a wet beat up the channel frequent turns to meet the

to the railway bridge at Iona. higher waves on the bow. It

It is a very low bridge with a was a long, cold and wet pas-

section on the east side that sage. Eventually we made Mas-

swings open. Nearing the kills Cove.

bridge we lowered the sails,
started the motor and put on Maskills Cove is a pretty

foul weather gear. We motored place with the light house, the

through very turbulent and con- high wooded hills and a long

fused seas between the bridge sand spit sheltering the inner

abutments. The bridge control cove from the waves. The wind

room operator came out on to a was strong in the cove so we

walkway to say something to us sought shelter behind an old

but the wind was too loud. oil barge moored to the shore.

Once clear of the bridge we A pot of coffee, stew, bread,

realized we were in for a rough and a tot of rum cheered us up

passage. It was evening and somewhat. We set the tent up in

the low sun was covered with the woods and were soon in our

dark clouds. The strong winds, sleeping bags. We were fatigued

funneling down St. Andrews Chan- after a long day, plus the cold

nel and Great Bras D'or, were and damp on the last stretch

kicking up steep, high waves. and from nervous tension.

We.motored slowly on hoping the
seas would be less choppy once Tuesday. June 4th.

we had more water beneath us. We woke to a sunny warm

The wind, however, continued to day with light north-east

freshen and the seas kept build- winds. After a breakfast of

ing. There was no shelter un- coffee, eggs, beans and bread,

til Maskills Cove. To turn back we set sail. We decided not to

would mean gambling the bridge go on to Baddeck but to head

operator would see us in the back for West Bay, to explore

dusk and open the bridge before the islands there for the rest

we arrived. VThe other sections of Tuesday and most of Wednes-

of the bridge looked to be too day. Late Wednesday we would

low to chance going under with return to St. Peters Inlet and

the mast down. As well the tur- camp near the boat launch at

bulence around the abutments St. Peters. The winds were

and the difficult waters con- light and sometimes died com-

vinced us that turning back was pletely so we started rowing

not an alternative. We decided towards the rail bridge at

to continue on but barely made Iona. The wind rose a bit and

any headway even with the 4 we sailed through the opened

h.p. motor going at full speed. bridge. Off Derby Point we got

We discussed whether to set a caught in the confused air be-

double-reefed main or the jib. hind the hills. "Naomi" swung

8



in different directions and in If we had bothered to

one gust made a fair distance listen to the marine forecast

sailing backwards. Out with earlier, our plans would have

the oars again until we were been different. We would have

clear of the headlands. After sailed for St. Peters inlet and

a slow sail, the wind died al- stayed closer to shore on the

together. It was sunny and very passage. If we had more time

warm. Finally we gave in and off work, the most sensible

started the motor but traveled plan would have been to stay

at a slow speed to conserve where we were until late

fuel. We had a meal of fruit, Thursday or Friday. Kevin,

cheese, vegetables, bread, however, was due to work the

coffee and hot chocolate. The Thursday evening shift. Just as

afternoon was almost gone important, we still had not

before we caught a wind again called home as promised! We

off West Bay. It was out of could have easily called from

the S.W. so we beat into West Iona but did not want to waste

Bay with the sun setting over the breeze we had at the time.

the hills. The seas were sil- Because we did not want our

very and contrasted with the families worrying, or the Coast

hills ahead that were now a Guard searching for us, the

dark gray. The cool breeze on best thing was to end the trip

our faces and the movement of on Wednesday. Across from us

the boat was a welcome change on the mainland there was a

to the earlier heat and fickle partially-protected gravel

winds. It was evening before beach and close to it a dirt

we arrived at Pringles Island. road. We would motor across

It is a small crescent shaped and beach "Naomi" so that I

island with short poplar trees could walk the 15 miles to St.

in .>the centre and two gravel Peters and bring back the truck

arms with a few coniferous and trailer.

trees. We beached "INaomi"l be-

hind the northern arm and set During the night I left

up the tent in a semi-sheltered the tent and went down to check

spot near the trees. As we on "Naomi". I lowered her mast

cooked supper the wind swung and walked the anchor to a pond

quickly to the N.W. and where I embedded the anchor in

freshened. At this point I the mud. The night was beauti-

turned on my portable V.H.F. ful with the stars and the

radio to the marine forecast. planets clear, white caps

The forecast for all coastal visible in the dark, waves

waters around Cape Breton was crashing on the beach and the

the same. Gale warnings with leaves and grass bending to the

N.W. winds to 45 knots begin- wind. It was just too bad I

ning Tuesday night and not abat- was not returning from the

ing till Thursday afternoon! beach to a sturdy cabin on the

We were safe enough where we mainland!
were but to return to St.
Peters would leave us exposed Wednesday. June 5th.

to a nasty lee-shore on the way We woke to a windy cold

back to Cape George. and overcast day, packed up im-
mediately and planned that
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breakfast would be on the main- behind Pringle island. Once in

land. The centre board was harbour they came down to check
jammed solid with gravel so we on us. They told of several
crabbed "Naomi" across to the other places to visit and shel-
mainland with the bow into the ter in West Bay for another
waves, basically sliding trip.
sideways. The beach was
gravelly and partially exposed Our trip ended early but
so we removed all our gear and it had been interesting. We had

spars and, using the fenders as been careless in not 'phoning
rollers, rolled "Naomi" up the people when expected, in fail-
beach. It is about 15 miles to ing to check the charts or
St. Peters along the coast pilot before we started, and in

road. I borrowed Kevin's sodden not selecting one section of
sneakers because I figured to the lakes to travel and then
be walking the whole way. With letting someone know the
wet, salt-stained trousers, a specific area. We should have

filthy floater jacket, and told the lock-keeper or R.C.M.P

being unshaven, I did not ex- in St. Peters of our plans. It

pect to be a successful hitch- would have been prudent to fol-

hiker. I walked four miles low the weather developments on

before the first car came the marine radio. Coastal and

along. It stopped to pick me inland weather can be different
up. I was so surprised that I from offshore weather but the

checked whether there was a basic patterns can give an idea

side road ahead and if the of what will happen. Crossing
driver had his blinker on to a large lake when the weather

make a right turn. While in can change so quickly was risky

St. Peters I met a fellow who plus much more monotonous than

had talked fishing with Kevin following the shore line.
before we launched "Naomi" on
Monday. He reported several All the things we were

people had been keeping an eye careless about we would not

out for us and were worried repeat on a coastal cruise. We

that the truck and trailer were were surprised by the actual

still in the car park with no size of the Bras D'or Lakes and

sign of our return. He said the changeable weather you can

once the truck was gone the find there. Our cavalier at-

others would be relieved. With titude about "puddle sailing"
the deteriorating weather they has changed. "Naomi" was an
planned to report our absence excellent sea-boat throughout
to the authorities on Thursday. the trip. Cruising the Bras

D'or Lakes in a Wayfarer would

We got "Naomi" off the be a great vacation, suited to

beach Wednesday morning. You the person who likes to camp on

can sure launch and retrieve a the boat or on shore in a tent.

Wayfarer from inconvenient On the way home Kevin and I

spots. While retrieving were already discussing a

"Naomi" a car came down to the second cruise there.
shore. The occupants were the
crew of a Cape Island fishing
boat that also had sheltered

10
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ST. MARGARET'S BAY

Jim Fraser. W8328. tells us more about sailing on the east 
coast.

Saturday June 22, 1991.

Tides 0520 4.7 Weather N.W wind 10-15 knots,

1145 1.6 sea breezes in afternoon to 20.

1730 5.4
Sun 0035 0.9

surprised with their knowledge

Our family was camping at of Wayfarers until they men-

Graves Island Provincial Park tioned Frank Dye had visited

on Mahone Bay from Friday till here the year before. A middle

Sunday. Saturday morning we aged man come over from the

drove to Hubbards, a village on yacht club and asked if I were

St. Margarets Bay. Once our cruising and offered the use of

Wayfarer was launched at Hub- a mooring buoy overnight. The

bard, Gail and the girls would influence of Frank Dye was ob-

return to the provincial park. vious.

I would sail out of St. Mar-
garets Bay, around the Hubbards has a good sheltered

Aspotagan Peninsula, and then harbour for all winds and would

back to Graves Island, a one provide a safe and attractive

day sail. anchorage. Nearby is a post-
office and a grocery store is

The passage would cover not far off. A brand new

20/22 miles on a straight library is close by for the

course. With the expected literary inclined sailor.

winds being on my starboard
quarter at 10-15 knots, I As I sailed away from the boat

figured on a quick trip down launch the day was clear and

St. Margaret's Bay. I planned warm. The winds were light but

to stop at East Ironbound Is- I expected them to be better

land or Little Tancook Island once out of the harbour and

for a break before heading on clear of the Slaughenwhite

to Graves Island. ledge buoy. Unfortunately the
forcasted winds did not appear.

The boat launch at Hub- There were only light N.E.

bards is between an old fish breezes. When I was abeam of

plant and the Hubbards Yacht Mill Cove they were ready to

Club. The launch is asphalt- die away. I tied the boom off

covered but shallow. It is best to starboard so the main could

to launch the boat empty and still catch the breezes but the

then rig her in the deep water boom could not swing inboard.

to the right of the ramp. As I Then it was out with the oars

rigged"Naomi" two teen-age boys and a steady row until the

came over from the yacht club ledge was abeam. The breeze

and right away identified her freshened enough for me to stop

as a Wayfarer. They then began rowing and have my lunch. The

to discuss boom-tents, roller- west coast of St.Margarets Bay

reefing and so on. I was is bland compared to Mahone

4



Bay. The shore is hilly with coastline. There was a con-

few inlets or islands to ex- tinuous low roar from the break-

plore. There are government ing seas. When I was off the

breakwaters at Fox Point and fairway buoy D.F. the sky was

Mill Cove but they are often completely clouded over and the

crowded with fishing boats and temperature had dropped. The

have no stores nearby. I have land, sea and sky were all drab

not anchored in either Tilly shades of gray with none of the

Cove or Northwest Cove that are greens, blues and sparking seas

the only sheltered areas along of earlier. But, neither had

this coast. The "Yachting there been any storm fronts or

Guide to the South Shore of squalls. It became difficult

Nova Scotia" by A. Deckman cau- to make much headway with the

tions that Tilley Cove is a pic- light S.W. winds and swells. I

turesque cove for moderate had to sail on wide tacks but

winds but poor shelter from a was no longer worried about

storm. There may be surge foul weather. My concern now

swells in the harbour. was with rounding the penin-

Northwest Cove can have surge sula. If the wind was to die

swells even on calm days. off, I planned to stay over-
night at Little Tancook Island

I had left Hubbards at and continue Sunday. I

09:30 and arrived at the Fair- preferred to be back at Graves

way buoy DP at 12:06. My Island on Saturday. It was

average speed was around 2.6 good of Gail to look after

knots. Shortly after passing Katie and Bessie during the

the Fairway buoy I changed day. To have her look after

course and headed more across them overnight at the

St. Margaret bay. On my bow I campgrounds would have been

co,uld see the Peggy Cove pushing her goodwill to the

lighthouse. From seaward there limit. By 15:00 the breezes

are so many lighthouses in at- had steadied and freshened and

tractive settings along the before long I passed through

coast that you wonder about all the narrows between Little Tan-

the fuss over Peggy's Cove. cook Island and Sandy Cove
Point on the peninsula. The

By 12:00 the west sky was jib and main filled well and it

dark with rain clouds. The was pleasant to be sailing

wind became gusty and fickle smartly. Off to starboard was

and gradually swung into the the village of Blandford. It

s.W. My concern was that this was a whaling station until the

change might bring some rough 1970's. At the Lunenburg

weather so I hooked the kicking Fisheries Museum there is a dis-

strap to the boom and sorted my play of photographs and equip-

reefing lines out to make sure ment from the station. Further

they were all there and un- north along this coast is Deep

tangled. Once clear of the Cove. It is a narrow inlet

Aspotogan Peninsula the sea leading to a sheltered bay and

swells became noticeable. Even would be a good anchorage for a

in the light winds they were small boat during a storm.

rolling in from the south-west There are three buoys at the

and breaking on the shoals and
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entrance to Deep Cove and I
would not cut corners with
them.

The wind remained fair un-
til Snake Island when it
started to fade. Eventually I

drifted around Cye Ledge and
from there to the boat launch
at Graves Island, arriving at

17:20.

The passage from Hubbards
to Graves Island had been much
slower than planned. I was un-

able to go ashore on East Iron-
bound Island or Little Tancook

Island. It will be a good trip
for another day to go from
Graves Island to these islands
and to spend time ashore explor-
ing. Although the winds were
light the passage around the
end of the Aspotagan Peninsula

had been interesting. With

"Naomi" wallowing along in the
light winds and swells I was

free to be distracted and enjoy

the. views, smells and sounds of
the Atlantic. Being alone in a

small boat without another per-
son or boat in sight is a bit

humbling on the ocean. It is

also a little addictive.
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THE NOVA SCOTIA SHORES
by Jim Fraser

The coast between Halifax and St. Margarets Bay is scenic

with many fishing ports, bays and inlets. It is rocky and pic-

tures of Peggys Cove depict a typical coastline. It is an inter-

esting place to sail a Wayfarer with the abundance of bays and

coves to explore. Unlike Mahone Bay, there is no series of is-

lands to shelter the headlands from the force of the ocean. The

wind in summer are mostly from the south and the south-west and

they can result in large seas and swells which are created well

out in the Atlantic and this is their first landfall. I find a

Wayfarer is a lightweight in these seas as she can't punch

through the waves and makes considerable drift in the swells. It

would be unwise to figure on oars or a motor to pull you 
clear of

a lee shore. A weather radio is essential to safe cruising. Also

in summer there is frequently sea fog which is created by the

cold ocean currents meeting the warm land breeze. Even on 
a clear

day a sea fog can quickly move in and reduce visibility to noth-

ing. You should plan in advance what you will do if caught in a

sea fog or the coast ahead of you is covered in. Sailing this

area is definitely coastal cruising compared to the "pottering" 
I

like on rivers, lakes and marshes.

I would have preferred to have sailed from Hubbards on 
St.

Margarets Bay to Eastern Passage in one trip of 4 to 5 days. I

was reluctant to use up vacation days and Gail doesn't drive 
much

so that dropping me off at Hubbards and then bringing the truck

and trailer back to Dartmouth did not appeal to her. I decided 
to

do-the trip on two weekends, sailing out half way and returning

to the launch point each time.

EASTERN PASSAGE

Sat. July 6th and Sun July 7th. 1991.

Weather- fog patches, 10-15 knot south winds.

Tides- Sat: 09:20 1.6; 15:20 5.4; 22:25 1.4.

Sun: 04:00 4.5; 10:25 1.7; 16:25 5.5; 23:30 1.1.
is unlikely that you will

At 10:0e hrs. I set sail develop a sudden craving for a

from Eastern Passage which is a halibut steak while near the

fishing port and oil refinery fish plant.

complex. The boat launch is ce-

ment and good for all tides. I said my goodbyes to Gail,

There is a wooden slipway be- Katie and Bessie and sailed

side the boat launch where you through the narrow channel be-

can rig the boat. The fishing tween the mainland and Lawlar

port is interesting to visit Island. During the Civil War in

and most tourists to Halifax the U.S. a Confederate raider,

are unaware of its existence. the Tallahassee, escaped a

The only distracting feature is blockade of Union vessels off

the odour of the fish plant. It Chebucto Head by steaming
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through the passage with the ship as I have seen them

aid of a local pilot. Once before. I began to wonder

clear of Lawlar Island I sailed whether they could detect my

towards the cliffs of Chebucto Wayfarer 1INaomill before they

Head across the harbour. The surfaced. The whales were sur-

day was sunny with south winds facing at random at all points

of 10 to 12 knots and I had a so I couldn't just sail away

pleasant sail with a full main from them. While going througb

and jib. one tack I gave myself a real
fright. I lost my balance and

The only vessel in instead of sitting on the side

the approaches beyond McNabs deck I sat instead on a laundry

Island was the pilot boat on basket which is my ready use

Portuguese Shoal. While sailing bin and usually located under

out here it is easy to reflect the port thwart. It contains

about the old sailing ships and snacks, thermoses, flares,

the age of sail. Recently I binoculars, sweaters and so on.

read the sailing directions for When I sat hard on the basket

the harbour written by Captain there was a large blast of

James cook in 1762 and they are noise. My immediate reaction

easy to understand. on land so was that I had struck a whale

much is built over and changed and looked about quickly while

but not on the coastline, tightly gripping the tiller and
thwart. It took a few seconds

The wind was becoming to realize that I had sat on

lighter as I crossed the ap- the bUtton of my Compressed air

proaches and I couldn't point fog horn and set it off. It

high enough to clear Ketch Head took a few minutes for my

and sail into Sambro Channel as ner-ves to settle.

pl.anned. I arrived off Por-
tuguese Cove and began a series By the time I was enter-

of tacks to take me around the ing sambro Channel the wind was

headlands. Chebucto Head and dropping to a fickle breeze.

the coast around Ketch Head is Sambro Channel is a narrow pas-

cliffs dominated by the sage between the Sambro Shoals

Chebucto Head lighthouse. if and the mainland. It is an easy

you are touring the area it is shortcut in moderate weather

worth a visit to the lighthouse but not a place to be in rough

for the views and there is a weather. Sambro lighthouse was

scenic path along the cliffs on my port side. it is one of

from Duncans Cove to Ketch the major lighthouses on the

Head. While working around the coast. In fact lighthouses have

headlands I came across several been on this site since the

whales. I heard them first with late 1700's. At one time Royal

their noisy breathing which Artillery and Engineers were

sounds like an old steam valve, stationed on the island to warn

I could clearly see their backs approaching ships by firing

and fins raise from the sea and canon. The island is so deso-

then disappear again, seeing late that it was probably not a

whales from a Wayfarer gives popular posting. on my star-

you a different perspective board I could see the entrance

than seeing them from a large to sambro between Cape Sambro
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and Sambro Island. Sambro is a ing in the back and velcro

fishing port and still runs ves- straps to hold the tent open at

sels to the Grand Banks. There various positions along the

is a Coast Guard lifeboat sta- boom. Hans Gottschling, the

tioned here should you get into manufacturer, was very kind to

real difficulties. send me heavy snaps and instruc-
tions on how to mount them to

The wind finally died off the tent and the wooden blocks

completely and "Naomi" just under the gunnels to secure the

rolled gently in an oily look- tent to the boat. This was all

ing sea. The day was getting on a few years ago and the arrange-

so I motored slowly to Pennant ment still works well.
Point before a breeze developed
again. I had initially planned After setting up the tent

to sail near Prospect but in- I heated a can of soup, made a

stead changed course for my pot of tea and had ham,

second choice, Terrance Bay. tomatoes and cheese. Not long

From Pennant Point I could see after I was in the sleeping

the light structure at Tennant bag.
Point which marks the entrance
to Terence Bay. It seemed as if Terence Bay has a good

the light at Tennant Point was boat launch now. In fact it is

not getting any closer as I a bit exotic with a gravel

ghosted toward it with the launch, a cement launch beside

light south breeze against the it and a wooden slipway beside

ebb tide. Finally I passed the that. It might be a good place

point and sailed to the govern- to work out of for cruising

ment wharf at Terence Bay after without going from Halifax Har-

18:00 hrs. I planned to walk to bour or St. Margarets Bay. The

a_convenience store and to find launch is situated on Terence

a public phone and to then basin.
phone home to Gail and let her
know my whereabouts. However I Sunday. July 7th.

was invited to use the phone in I woke to a quiet foggy

a home right by the wharf. The morning with no wind. After

wharf is quite oily and left breakfast I made corned beef

stains on both "Naomi" and sandwiches and two thermoses

myself. The wharf is often busy with chocolate and coffee for

with fishing vessels. later. In the dead calm of
1 Grovers Cove I could hear the

I motored up the narrow dull roar of the swells break-

channel leading to Terence ing on the exposed shores of

Basin and put an anchor down in Pennant Bay. I could also hear

Grovers Cove for the night. the fog horn at the lighthouse

This is a small cove with on Betty Island. At times like

stony, scrub-tree covered hills this I find myself becoming

around it. I rigged up the boom tense and wondering what the

tent which is also the cover day will bring.

that came with "Naomi" when I
bought her from Abbotts in Sar- By 07:00 hrs. I had the

nia. The cover has been anchor raised and began to row

modified with a zippered open- down the channel to Terence
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Bay. The ebb tide was running rounding Chebucto Head I sailed

strong and the shore passed straight across the approaches

quickly as I rowed. This illu- just enjoying the way "Naomi"

sion of rowing a Wayfarer as romped along after being in the

fast as a racing shell came to doldrums. Both the jib and the

a rude ending as I cleared Ten- main were pulling strong yet I

nant Point and met the swells was not overpowered for sailing

of Pennant Bay. Before long I single handed.
was making plenty of vertical
distance up and down the swells I carry a hand held VHF

but little horizontal progress. radio and find it useful for

The sky was cloud covered but the weather radio, marine

the fog was lifting as I notices to mariners and to lis-

motored out of Pennant Bay till ten to the communications. I

I was clear of the shoals and heard the pilot boats, Halifax

in the entrance to Sambro Chan- Traffic and the large vessels

nel. From here the swells would discussing the fog conditions

be on the quarter rather than and knew the sea fog was break-

on the bow. I could feel a ing up before I had seen it go.

light breeze from the south so A VHF could be handy if you run

I raised the main and unfurled into problems. I only listen

the jib. for short stretches to preserve
the battery. As I crossed the

If the seas were flat I approaches I saw the pilot boat

could have sailed slowly along put a pilot aboard an inbound

but the sails would fill and tanker and then the pilot

then "Naomi" would roll on the radioed Halifax Traffic that he

swell, collapsing the sails and would remain out here for a

letting the boom swing. Then while. I often wondered why the

she would roll the other way, pilot boat is frequently out

the boom swinging out and the here after doing his duties.

sails filling with a snap. The mystery was solved as I

Slowly she would get a little sailed by him on Portuguese

way on and then the next roll Shoal. The crew were on deck

began, again and again. This handlining for cod, halibut and

lasted for close to an hour as haddock. What a job where you

I was gradually carried along. can legitimately be gone fish-

I was in no hurry anyway as the ing during work hours! I don't

approaches to Halifax Harbour envy them trying to put on or

were coverdd in sea fog. I was take off a pilot in foul

contemplating that the trip weather though.

might have to end in Sambro
where I know of a poor boat By 15:00 hrs. I was back

launch. in Eastern Passage and called
Gail to come over with the

The sky gradually turned truck. It had been an interest-

clear and the breeze freshened ing trip and I appreciated Gail

till the sails filled well. The looking after the kids for my

sea fog also broke up and by weekend cruise.
the time I was out of the
Sambro Channel the day was
ideal for sailing. Instead of

14
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HUBBARDS Vifl.

Jim Fraser continues his trip from Hubbards to Eastern Passage.

This time he sails from Hubbards to the half way point to Eastern

Passage.

Friday. July 12th. and Saturday. July 13th. 1991.

Weather- Both days the winds were light in the morning increasing

to 15 knots in the afternoon and from the' south.

Tides- Friday: 03:20 -.3; 09:20 5.9; 15:35 .9; 21:35 6.4.
Saturday: 10:10 6.1; 16:30 .9, 22:20 6.4.
Sunday: 05:00 -.3.

the bell bouy DAS6 and perhaps

I trailered our Wayfarer clear Peggys Point also. The

"Naomi" to Hubbards on Friday. wind continued to freshen and

The boat launch there is good the S.W. swells from the ocean

and I had "Naomi" readied for were evident now that I had

sail by 10:35 hrs. The morning cleared the shelter of the

was sunny and warm with light Aspotogan Penninsular. By the

westerly breezes. I sailed away time I was abeam of Paddys Head

from the launch site under a I could tell the winds were

full main and jib. My plan was over 15t'knots and increasing.

to sail out of St. Margarets "Naomi"'was healing steeply and

Bay and head east along the I knew it was time to reef

coast to Prospect or Terence down. The wisest move would be

Bay and spend the night. Then I to reef the main but the

would return to Hubbards on easiest was to furl the jib and

Saturday. I did the latter. With roller
reef ing it sure is handy to

I had a slow passage out take in the jib even when sail-

of St. Margarets Bay. The ing single handed.

breezes were light so in the e-

long lulls I would row until Shortly after furling the

the limp sails began to fill jib I realized how quickly I

when I would stop rowing and was being set towards the shore

sail. This mixture of rowing by the swells, wind and by

and sailing continued until trying to pinch too much on

late morning. By 12:15 the this tack. I was far too close

breeze had settled into the to Indian Point and had no

south and began to freshen. It chance of rounding Peggys

was now a series of tacks down Point. This is an unpleasant
the bay. By 13:00 hrs Shut-In lee shore and I was angry with

Island was abeam. myself Cfor losing my sea-room
through carelessness. Under the

I still have not found a main alone I twice failed to

way to correct my problems with tack as"uNaomi" would turn into

a loose forstay and "Naomi" was the waves and then fall off to

not pointing as high as she wallow'in the troughs. Each

could. On one long starboard time I would attempt to get

tack I thought I could clear more speed before trying again
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but I was rapidly running out on shore and then suddenly

of sea-room. On the third at- there are hundreds of people in

tempt the main block let go and one short stretch.

at the time I thought that it
must have split apart. I was From fairway bouy DA I

getting a bit flustered and in- set a compass course for fair-

stead of doing a clever act of way bouy AT down the coast. The

seamanship I started my out- wind was on the quarter now and

board motor and used it to "Naomi' sailed more easy. To

bring "Naomi" around. By using port, but hidden by the rocky

the motor and holding the main shore, are the fishing ports of

sheet below the boom, I motor- Dover West, East Dover and

sailed off the coast on a beam McGrath Cove. Also to port are

reach. Once clear of the shore the entrances to Blind and Shag

I stopped the motor and let the Bays. Another year I hope to

main flog. "Naomi" rolled sail into these places. From

heavily but was secure. The fairway bouy AT I set a compass

main block was intact but the course for the village of

clevis pin holding the block to Prospect. Before long I could

the base had come adrift. I see the conspicuous church in

found the spring and I had a Prospect. It is white with a

spare pin to replace the miss- black roof and a great

ing one. landmark. Prospect is a pretty
village and well worth a visit.

Repairs made, I put the It is well kept and I suspect

first reef in the main, had a the old houses are owned by

cup of hot chocolate and a bite people who work in Halifax. It

to eat before again filling the lacks the fishing gear and con-

main. Being more cautious, I fusion of a real fishing vil-

set a course that took me out- lage. There is a curious old

side the fairway bouy DA which house in Prospect which is now

would keep well off shore. By a Bed & Breakfast. It has a

the time the bouy was abeam I good view of the harbour. The

was taking in a lot of spray entrance to the port is narrow

and getting cold. I let the and the government wharf is

main luff while I put on foul small.
weather pants and a floater
jacket in place of a vest and a I sailed across the

toque. The self-bailers worked entrance of Prospect Bay to

well which' never ceases to Heard Island and then on to

amaze me. In my first sailboat, Roost Island. Behind Roost Is-

a navy surplus 420, and in an land is Rogues Roost, a popular

Albacore years past self- stopover for large yachts. It

bailers seemed only to let is like a small fjord with deep

water into a previously dry water and high rocky hills

boat. Off to port I could see covered in scrub trees. There

Peggys Cove lighthouse. In cal- is no road access and no

mer weather I have looked development. There were six

through binoculars at the large yachts at anchor and I

crowds on shore at Peggys Cove. hope I was not perceived to be

As you sail along this rocky snobbish when I did not anchor

coast you see few if any people with them. Right at the
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entrance to Rogues Roost there and it would have been good

is a perfect little bay in rowing but I enjoyed motoring

which a Wayfarer can anchor. At slowly and steering while stand-

18:00 hrs I had the anchor ing for I was still tender. I

down. After sponging the inte- enjoyed going in close to the

rior of the boat dry, and put- rocks and watching the cor-

ting the boom tent up, I morants and the gulls. While

decided to go ashore. Since my standing I could see and avoid

pants were soaked anyway I wore rocks just below the surface.

them and my floater jacket and
swam to shore. I walked among This spring a large cabin

the rocks and explored the cruiser from Quebec was blown

shore. Then I swam back to up between Betty Island and

"Naomi", toweled dry and put on Shannon Island. Bales of hash

a dry set of clothes. For sup- were discovered at nearby loca-

per I had my Saturday's break- tions. The crew had motored

fast. I carry a one burner their boat from the wharf at

Coleman stove with an ancient Prospect in a gale and just

one burner Sven for reserve. I shortly before it was

have a shallow plywood box to destroyed. Everytime I go sail-

put the stove, frying pan and ing some of the young fellows I

hot pots. I roll the boom tent work with remind me to keep an

well back and cook on the eye out for any mysterious

lazarette. My supper was bacon, bales and to be sure to tow

eggs, jam, buns and a pot of them them back to shore behind

coffee. "Naomi" and them give them a
call!

The evening was warm and
clear and the winds died. I had Between Roost Island and

a quiet evening enjoying the Shannon Island is Cub Basin

scenery and reading. My bottom which is supposed to be a good

was so sore from the bouncing anchorage. Off Mosher Island

around that I did my reading "Naomi" started to roll to the

standing up with my arms over swells but there was still no

the boom. Once darkness set in wind. There were a number of

I crawled into my sleeping back dories out with a single person

for a good night's sleep. in them, handlining for ground
fish. The end of Moshers Island

Saturday morning was over- is Mars Head and just of here

cast and theFe was not a breath the steamer Atlantic was lost

of wind. The weather forecast on April 1 1873. The steamer

on the VHF was unchanged from was on its way to New York from

yesterday. Light winds to England but ran short of coal

freshen to 10 to 15 knots in and was heading into Halifax.

the afternoon from the south. I Of the 933 people on board only

had a light breakfast of buns, 371 were saved. All the women,

cheese, tomatoes, cucumbers and all married couples and all the

coffee. While waiting for the children but one were lost.

wind to come I decided to motor There is a small monument in

cruise behind Betty Island and Terrence Bay to the 277 people

around Mars Head and into Pen- who were buried in a mass grave

nant Bay. The seas were calm at that point. There is a
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grassed area with a couple of at Hubbards shortly after low

benches at the monument. From tide and it was a spring tide.

that location you get a good What I did not know was that

view of the bay. the ramp ended suddenly in a
deep drop-off. As I sailed up

Soon after entering Pen- to the ramp I started to jump

nant bay I turned back since overboard and had reached waist

there was still no wind. By the deep without touching bottom

time I was abeam the bell bouy when I used my forearms to

off Mars Head a light breeze lever myself out of the water.
was present. The passage back I held on until I was truly

was slow but the wind was over the ramp. I would have

slowly freshening and was up to made quite a sight to sail

12 to 15 knots by the time I towards the launch ramp and

was off Peggys Point and the then drop overboard and swim to

skies had cleared. I furled the shore, leaving "Naomi" to

jib and sailed up St. Margarets either scrape onto the shore or

Bay on a broad reach all the luff and drift.
way to Hubbards. The sea was
sparkling blue, the air was Anyway a social disaster

fresh and the winds steady. For was narrowly averted and I

most of the reach up St. Mar- reached shore safely. Again I

garets Bay I just sat on the was offered a mooring and asked

floor and stretched out or lay the whereabouts of Frank Dye.

on the seat and the lazarette. The second question was whether

The bay was clear of shipping I was going to buy a bigger

and I would just glance at the boat for this coastal sailing.

compass once in a while to see I loaded "Naomi" onto the

that I was on 000 compass. I trailer and was back in

cotlid enjoy watching the wake Dartmouth by 21:00 hrs.

on the seas beside "INaomi".

I arrived at the boat
launch ramp in Hubbards at
18:20 hrs. As I sailed up to
the boat launch I almost made a
fool of myself. There was a bar-
beque in progress at the yacht
club which is near the launch.
Since I was the only boat sail-
ing I was being watched by
everyone. The wind was onshore
but mostly broken by the hills.
I was luffing into the wind to
slow down and bearing off to
keep way on. The boat launch is
asphalt and has a shallow drop-
off. I planned to jump off
"Naomi" in knee deep water to
avoid scraping her hull. Then I
would quickly drop the main and

haul her ashore. I was arriving
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